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Mexico possesses a physiographic outline so characteristic and 
so generally familiar that it need not be described at length in 
an article like the present. It is sufficient to remind the reader 
that it is the tapering southern end of North America, terminating 
itself in an isthmus and having two peninsulas, one projecting 
into the Gulf of Mexico, the "American Mediterranean"--and 
the other separating the Gulf of California from the Pacific 
Ocean. The larger portion of its area and the one forming its 
central part from the boundaries with the United States south- 
ward, is a great plateau which is cut off from the llanos of 
Texas by the Rio Grande del Norte. This great plateau rises 
gradually as one goes south and southeast, as far as north lati- 
tude x9 ø 3x'- The surface of the plateau is broken by two 
great groups of mountain ranges, with a depression between 
which is itself blocked out by many spurs. The two great moun- 
tain systems tend to unite toward the south, and the depression 
between them is largely filled by detritus from the ranges. Espe- 
cially in the southern regions vast volcanic flows and deposits 
of tuffs have contributed to the same result, and indeed are chiefly 
responsible for the present altitude of the surface. This com- 
bination of mountain and plateau is known among the Mexicans 
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as "Sierras Madres y la Mesa Central," yet they constitute a 
physiographic unit. The present outline has been in part pro- 
duced by block faults of extraordinary length and in part by the 
huge piles of volcanic ejectments. We find deep valleys as well 
as lofty cones. 

Outside of the relatively limited areas of the Archean and 
Paleozoic formations which appear in the coastal regions along 
the Pacific, fronting the great ocean in Sonora and Lower Cali- 
fornia, all the rest of the country consists of the following: 
Mesozoic sediments, chiefly Cretaceous; Tertiary eruptions, both 
plutonic and volcanic, and detrital rocks derived from all the 
above. The Mesozoic strata occupy all the eastern part of the 
country, beginning with the edge of the coastal plain. They 
constitute as well the eastern system of the Sierra Madre, many 
of the interior ranges, and extend to the western edge of the 
great tableland. The Tertiary eruptives are, however, the chief 
contributors to the great mountain system of the western Sierra 
Madre. 

The stratigraphic upheavals are chiefly due to the meridional 
movements in the crust of the globe, which occurred at the com- 
mencement of the Tertiary, and which chiefly manifested them- 
selves in a great network of faults. These movements were 
accompanied by the entrance of great masses of intrusive rocks. 
They were followed at the close of the Miocene by the vast out- 
breaks of effusives which have continued until the present time, 
and which have built up on the table land the series of volcanic 
mountains now forming the Sierra Madre Occidental; the cones, 
flows and tuffs of the southern plateau, and the great eruptive 
area which extends to the Sierra Madre del Sud. 

The extraordinary mineral wealth of Mexico bears a close 
genetic relation with the intensity of the intrusive and effusive 
outbreaks of the Tertiary. The general condition of the ore 
deposits compels us to believe that this relation is well established 
and that the. influence, especially of the intrusive rocks, is demon- 
strated in the most positive manner. Indeed as the result of the 
intense erosion and of the breaks and stratigraphic upheavals the 
intrusive rocks now appear at the surface in a great variety 
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of species, both in the Sierra Madre Oriental and in the interior 
of the Mesa Central. The mineral deposits in this part of the 
country occur along the eruptive contacts and display many con- 
trasted characters, both in their relations to the wall rocks and 
in mineral composition. In these same regions, moreover, when 
the eruptive rocks have not been exposed for investigation the 
ore-bodies take on the form of replacements in limestones, or else 
fill great, preexisting cavities in these rocks where they have been 
deposited by the uprising waters. 

On the other hand, in the Sierra Madre Occidental the greater 
number of mineral deposits are true fissure veins, with walls of 
Tertiary eruptives, among which andesites, porphyrites, dacites 
and their breccias and tuffs are commonest. One may not say 
that these contrasted types are absolutely sharp in their distribu- 
tion, nor can it be stated that no contact deposits appear in the 
Sierra Madre Occidental nor fissure veins in the eastern ranges, 
yet the contrasts, taken in the large way, do hold. On the south 
where the mountain systems come together, both types occur. 

While the writer does not attempt to make a detailed classifi- 
cation of the mineral deposits of Mexico, yet the following six 
types include all the great producers of gold, silver, copper, lead, 
zinc, antimony and tin, with the possible exception of the last- 
named, which quite often appears segregated in veins in very 
recent porphyritic rocks. 

t. Veins in more or less propylitized eruptives (andesites, 
dacites, porphyrites, etc.). Under this heading belong the 
greater number of the deposits of the Sierra Madre Occidental 
and some on the Mesa Central. Excellent illustrations are fur- 

nished by Pachuca, Huatla, Anguangneo and Parral. Sulphides 
of silver are the chief ore and the gangue is mainly quartz and cal- 
cite. Gold is sometimes the principal metal. The silver is always 
accompanied by sulphides of other metals such as lead, copper 
and zinc. 

2. True veins between walls of clastic rocks which have been 

metamorphosed by intrusives, and both of which have been 
faulted by tectonic movements before the introduction of the 
vein-filling. These deposits are frequent in the central part of 
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Mexico, such as Taxco, Zacualpan, Sultepec, Tlalpujalma, Provi- 
dencia, Guanajuato and Zacatecas. Silver is the principal metal 
produced, but, as in type No. I, it is often associated with gold 
and other metals named. 

3. True veins with quartz gangue, occurring solely in thinly 
stratified clastics, and without certainly demonstrated connection 
with intrusive rocks, even if in the immediate vicinity of erup- 
tives. They are frequent in the central part of Mexico, and good 
illustrations are E10ro, Pozos and Temascaltepec. 

4- Segregated veins in effusive rocks and even at times in intru- 
sives. The best illustrations are furnished by the deposits of 
tin and a few of iron. 

5. Contact deposits between limestones or clastics and intru- 
sive rocks such as granites, monzonites, diorites and different 
varieties of 15orphyries. The intrusives sometimes cut across the 
stratification, again are laccoliths, or they may form the axial 
core of long ranges of Cretaceous sediments. At other times 
the mineral deposits appear in connection with dikes, not only 
in Mesozoic limestones but also in the Archean and Paleozoic 

strata of the southern and the neorthwestern portions of Mexico. 
These contact deposits are the chief producers of copper and iron 
in Mexico. The great copper mines at Cananea belong to this 
group, as well as most of the ore-bodies in the Sierra Madre 
Occidental, and of the interior and northern portions of the 
Mesa Central. While the larger portions of these deposits yield 
copper or iron, yet there do not fail those with lead or zinc, or 
even of gold in association with copper. Good illustrations are 
furnished by San Carlos in Tamaulipas, Sierra del Carmen, 
Golondrinas, Mazapil, Encarnacion, Las Vegas, Aurora, Balsas, 
Cerro de San Pedro, Campo Morado, and many more. 

6. Deposits in cavities or caves in limestone and replace- 
ments in limestone, with or without connection with intrusive 
rocks. This group embraces all the important ore-bodies yield- 
ing lead, zinc, antimony and mercury and a few with copper. 
Illustrations are provided by Norias, San Juan de Guadalupe, 
Sierra Mojada, Santa Eulalia, Naica, Amoles, Zinopan and others. 

The limits of this paper will not permit the description of other 
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rarer types, and indeed there are few of importance. For the 
same reason the importance of faults in localizing values and the 
influence of secondary enrichment are passed by. 

The surprising mineral wealth of Mexico has influenced in the 
past, and always will influence in the future, the destinies of the 
country. Mining is the nation's principal industry, and the great 
amount of capital invested in it, and the vast army of laborers 
employed in the mines, are actually distributed in 45 ø different 
localities spread over the entire country except the coastal plain. 

For the slow and safe development of the industry Nature has 
generously provided the means of subsistence for the laborers, 
and has made the great area well adapted to the comfortable 
habitation of man. The coastal regions must be drained and 
must be made habitable by modern methods in order that a larger 
number of men may resist the influences of the tropical climate. 
The sixth part of the Mesa Central is a semi-desert, lacking 
rain, and very poor in vegetation. So far as agriculture is con- 
cerned it contributes little to the sustenance of the country. 
It is indeed true that cattle are raised in these areas, but never- 
theless they are not well adapted to the breeding and improve- 
ment of stock, and when the pastures are dried up and the rains 
fail, as is frequently the case, hundreds of thousands of animals 
perish. The government has already taken up this matter and 
has recently appropriated a goodly sum for the promotion of 
irrigation, the construction of reservoirs, the opening of wells 
and the acclimatization of fodder plants. 

Since the conquest of the country by the Spaniards Mexico 
has been a great producer of silver and, more than any other 
nation, up to the middle of the past century had influenced the 
relations of this metal to the affairs of the world. Besides the 

great shipments of the refined metal which were made to private 
owners and as contributions to the crown of Spain, the mints of 
Mexico coined for domestic use and for shipment to the Far 
East up to the end of the past century more than 3,ooo,ooo,ooo 
ounces of silver. 

In order to render possible so large a production within three 
centuries it was necessary to have the great bonanzas, which are 
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now indicated by the numerous and enormous workings of the 
early miners. It was also essential that the operators have at 
hand both low priced labor, which as a matter of fact differed 
but slightly from slavery, and a method of extraction well suited 
to the conditions. The discovery of the patio process by Barto- 
lomeo de Medina, forty-five years after the conquest met these 
requirements, and the process itself, the foundation of various 
wet methods in use until recent years, was very well adapted to 
the treatment of the ores which occur in the upper zone of the 
deposits where they are suited to amalgamation. 

This situation, maintained so long despite the numerous politi- 
cal upheavals, became rapidly and favorably changed by the ex- 
traordinary development of natural resources in the western 
United States where there suddenly sprang up a rival of Mexico 
as a producer of silver. In this region the milling' appliances 
were perfected and multiplied; the old patio treatment of Medina 
was shortened and brought under better control and modern 
methods of smelting were made available. The Mexican gov- 
ernment facilitated the introduction of these improvements and 
gave liberal concessions for the construction of railways from 
the United States boundary to the City of Mexico and ramifying 
through the Central Plateau. These lines of transportation made 
possible the introduction of modern machinery, the importation 
of fuel which •vas lacking in Mexico; the opening of new mining 
districts either on or near the railway, and the exportation north- 
ward of a large part of the ores. 

To this era of profitable operation succeeded another no less 
advantageous. Laws were passed in the United States putting 
a heavy tariff upon imported ores of lead. They led, as an inevi- 
able result, to the construction of great smelting plants in Mexico, 
and to the creation of powerful companies both for the operation 
of the furnaces and for the purchase of mines. The improved 
conditions brought about the opening of new mining districts 
and brought also within the range of profitable treatment many 
ores whose assays had hitherto been too low. Whereas, before, 
silver had been the chief output, now lead and gold were both 
produced. 
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This happy situation was still further improved by the sud- 
den rise in price of copper and zinc. Many deposits of copper 
ores had indeed been long exploited on a small scale, more often 
for gold than for the red metal. Immense'deposits of zinc 
either abandoned, or at the time unknown, existed in the northern 
portion of the country; thus with the development of many cop- 
per mines and above all of Cananea, iX.lexico advanced to the posi- 
tion of the second producer of copper among the nations of the 
world, being exceeded only by the United States. Its absolute 
yield was about one twelfth the world's total. 

Finally as the antimony mines of Ja/p.an began to show impov- 
erishment, together with other producers in different parts of the 
globe, the English syndicate controlling this metal drew from 
Mexico the larger part of their annual production. 

Thus, then, the metals which are actually produced in Mexico 
for exportation are the following: silver, gold, copper, lead, 
zinc and antimony. For domestic consumption and in very lim- 
ited amounts the country also yields iron, quicksilver and tin. 
The statistics for the year •9o6-o7, which are a close approxi- 
mation to the truth are: 

Gold ................... 27,770 kilos or 892,825 ounces. 
Silver .................. 1,8OI,7OO kilos or 57,925,916 ounces. 
Copper .................. 5•,655,ooo kilos or •x3,879,646 pounds. 
Lead ................... 7o, o00,000 kilos or x54,323,4oo pounds. 

Zinc ores of assay from 2o--6o per cent. •oo,ooo metric tons. 
These amounts represent an approximate value of $73,ooo,ooo 
gold ($•46,ooo,ooo Mexican), or •4,5oo,ooo pounds sterling. 
They speak eloquently regarding the importance and prosperity 
of the mining industry o.f Mexico. 

Only in the yield of silver does Mexico occupy the first posi- 
tion among the world's producers. In order to impart an idea 
which may be easily retained in the memory we may say that, 
if the production were uniformly distributed over the entire area 
of the country, each square kilometer would afford annually 
about one kilogram of refined silver. 

In order to reach these important results Mexico has needed 
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foreign capital, since, economically considered, the country is not 
wealthy. The local capital is almost entirely required for the 
operation and extension of agricultural and urban enterprises, 
and for the development of the smaller industries. Mexico's 
greatest wealth lies in its soil. One could hardly state that the 
Mexican capital invested in the mining industry is small, since 
some large enterprises belong to Mexican owners, yet 'the greater 
number are of restricted size and the Mexicans are occupied 
rather in prospecting and opening up properties for sale to for- 
eign capitalists than in actual operation. Foreign capital, on the 
other hand, is rarely used for prospecting. The Mexicans 
thus perform the meritorious service o.f preparing the mining 
properties for future development on a larger scale by foreign 
capital. As a result the funds brought in from abroad have been 
in later years employed in establishing enterprises on a solid 
basis rather than in speculations and in ventures which are more 
or less gambles. 

This secure basis of affairs has led to the development of the 
cyanide industry which aims to treat those ores of silver and 
gold which were too low in grade for earlier processes and which 
largely remain as fillings in old stopes, or as dumps upon the sur- 
face. Fortunately these ores almost always consist of sulphides 
of silver in a quartz gangue, and come under the first three of 
the types enumerated above. Cyanidation is the great desidera- 
tum for the mines of the Sierra Madre Occidental in which are 

situated about a third of all the mining districts of Mexico. It is 
toward these that the current of foreign investment is chiefly 
flowing today, and for their treatment the greater number of 
new plants are being erected. Nevertheless they are on a com- 
paratively small scale because of the lack of means of transporta- 
tion. While the State of Chihuahua has been most favored thus 

far in the construction of railways which penetrate the Sierra, 
yet there are many opportunities in Sonora, Sinaloa, Durango, 
Tepic, Jalisco and Oaxaca which only await the introduction 
of the new methods of metallurgical treatment and concentration 
now brought to so great a degree of perfection. 

Now that the cyaniding of low-grade silver ores has been 
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proved to be a success, and the advantages afforded by old fillings 
and dumps as regards cheap mining have been appreciated, it is 
natural that investors should prefer to acquire properties with 
great records of production behind them.. Hence it is that the 
application of this method, and the establishment of modem 
mills have found their most extended fields in Pachuca, Guana- 
juato, La Luz, Hostotip.aquillo and many other old and reliable 
camps in the Sierra Madre. 

In the evolution of the present system of laws governing min- 
ing from the ancient codes, the authorities have exercised great 
care to insure sound titles and to facilitate the prompt and thor- 
oughly legal transfer of ownerships. The mining law of Mexico 
is of the most liberal character. It places no taxes in the way 
of extending properties. It gives to aliens the same freedom in 
locating and acquiring clfiims as to natives. It grants full title 
to mineral wealth below the surface without weakening in any 
way title to surface rights, provided always that the concession- 
aire complies with the law which requires the payment to the gov- 
ernment of a fixed annual charge of five Mexican dollars per hec- 
tare, whether the operator develops the ground or not; whether 
it is mineral bearing or not, and whether it contains base or 
noble metals. Mining commissioners with well defined territor- 
ial authority are distributed throughout the country wherever 
mining is carried on. When cases of litigation arise between 
owners of adjacent properties the law is applied in an endeavor 
to reconcile the litigants by arranging agreements. The depart- 
ment of mines decides these cases when the parties at interest can- 
not agree, but maintains liberty of appeal in case of unwilling- 
ness to accept the decision of the lower court. The Department 
of Mines is under the control of the Minister of Agriculture. 
The mining law is uniform for the entire republic. 

Although the Mexican government has been able to firmly 
establish its credit abroad and to demqnstrate the efficiency o.f its 
judicial procedure at home it has found it necessary now for 
some years to permit stock companies organized abroad, and in 
accordance with the laws of other states, to carry on their ad- 
ministrative and financial affairs in accordance with those laws. 
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The most rudimentary feeling of nationality demands that 
this condition of things should cease and the Mexican govern- 
ment is actually studying the formulation of a law denying to 
alien corporations the right to denounce claims in Mexico; that 
is, it requires of such corporations that they organize under the 
laws of the republic. Every Mexican supports this law--and 
likewise every well-disposed foreigner, since in no respect does it 
affect the free action of capital nor the free development of 
enterprises. As for the natives they see in the proposed law 
a closer relation between foreign and national capital. They see 
the coming of mining companies, organized as provided in the 
law, in which small amounts of Mexican capital can find a more 
secure investment. The government can arrange for improving 
the conditions under •vhich small investors place their funds and 
can thus encourage thrift. It may aldo perhaps establish banks 
for mines and an authorized mining stock exchange. 

The great mines and metallurgical works distributed through- 
out the country are provided with the most modern equipment, 
and many of these are models in administration. The large 
smelters are at Cananea, Chihuahua, Torreon, Sta. Rosalia, Vel- 
ardefia and Monterey where there are several (including an 
iron and steel plant of large capacity), Concepecion del Oro, 
Saltillo, Matehuala, San Luis Potosi, Aguas Calientes and Oaxaca. 
The large mills for concentrating and cyaniding are in E10ro, 
Guanajuato and Pachuca. Many smaller ones are distributed 
throughout the states of Chihuahua and Sonora, while numerous 
ones are either building or increasing their capacity in the states 
of Sinaloa, Durango, Tepic, Jalisco and Oaxaca. The first three 
mentioned, Guanajuato, E10ro and Pachuca are the largest, and 
together can treat 5,ooo tons per day. In Sonora, Sinaloa and 
Tepic are several important works based on lixiviation. 

The writer hopes that the preceding pages will give some 
idea of the actual mining conditions in Mexico. The business 
situation followed its normal course up to the end of the fiscal 
year •9o6-o7, but the financial crisis which developed in the 
middle of last year and affected all parts of the world caused 
many failures and aroused serious apprehensions. At the sud- 
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den drop in the prices of silver, copper and zinc many works 
shut down or restricted production. Other large works con- 
tinued operations but without much profit. The situation is 
not altogether restored to the normal, but confidence is increasing, 
as the rate of interest on call loans falls off. Silver has made a 

small but firm advance; the strong consumption of copper shows 
few relations with existing conditions nor with diminishing pro- 
duction. It is to be expected that it will soon improve in price. 
The same conclusion is reached by a study of the great fluctua- 
tions in price which this metal has experienced in the last fifteen 
years. 


